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E-Series is a family of powerful and flexible panel

mount Human Machine Interfaces. This family of

displays offers a comprehensive line of state-of-the-

art terminal displays ranging from the basic 2 line

backlit LCD keypad to a highly advanced 15 inch

TFT Touch screen. Engineered to fit a wide range 

of applications and budgets. One can easily select

from a text or graphical model to solve a multitude

of different challenges.

Applicable Industries

E-Series terminals offer a high level of reliability, 

functionality and flexibility that allows easy integra-

tion into critical applications and processes where

downtime can be costly. E-Series solutions are

found throughout a wide range of industries including

Automotive, Packaging, Material Handling, Plastics

and Semiconductor.

Certifications

E-Series terminals are designed and manufactured

to endure the rigors of the everyday industrial envi-

ronment and meet stringent NEMA4, UL, and CE

standards, as well as DNV marine standards.

Regardless of where your installation make take

you, feel confident knowing that these terminals

possess the credentials necessary to serve markets

local and abroad. 
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E-Series HMIs encompass a long list of standard hardware features that easily satisfy

today’s project requirements. Many terminals in this family offer added system flexibility

and convenience with adaptable expansion ports and option slots.

Standard E-Series hardware features include: 

• Compact industrial construction

• Black industrial brushed cast aluminum finish 

• Configurable serial ports (RS232/RS422/RS485*)

• Wide range of accommodating power supplies 5VDC/24VDC/120-240VAC

• Expansion option slots*

• Real-time clock

• Upgradeable terminal firmware and communication drivers 

• Keypad and touch models

• Keypad models feature numeric keypad and navigation keys

• Programmable function keys

• Programmable multicolored LEDs

• Removable text strips*

In addition to these features the E1000 platform adds:

• Ultra-thin panel construction

• Built-in 10/100MB Ethernet ports

• Dual Universal Serial Bus (USB) ports (peripheral and host support)

• Dual compact flash memory slots (internal/external)

• Onboard 32MB flash memory, upgradeable to 1GB

• Expansion option slots

* - Most models 

Hardware Overview  
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E-Series displays boast one of the most accommodating recipe envi-

ronments available for any HMI terminal. Recipes are easily created

and modified directly from the panel without the need of a PC or 

preconfiguration. Mix and match signals from any connected device

to store complex machine configurations and parameters. Quickly

and easily recall variables to execute rapid machine change-over or

set new configurations for production runs. Internal recipe directories

keep your files well organized and manageable from every aspect of

the project.

The most sought after requirement for both maintenance and service

personnel is the ability to quickly troubleshoot and analyze complex

conditions when a machine is in a downed situation. The embedded

alarm management allows easy customization of user defined alarm

conditions to logically group, display, prioritize and acknowledge

alarm states. E-Series terminals offer many flexible options for han-

dling alarms including sending data to printers, embedding data into

email messages, or even forwarding alarm data to an SMS equipped

cell phone. Machine status can be reported to service staff regardless

of their location.

E-Series terminals offer data logging and sampling functions that can

be displayed in real-time or historically stored for future viewing. Files

stored in the terminal can be accessed remotely with a PC using FTP

utilities or saved to memory. Terminals offer the capability of graphi-

cally displaying data using multi-colored pens for easy comprehension.

Link more than a single action for any given touch or function key.

Linking several actions to a single event enables users to automate

machine operations or perform complex machine 

operation without additional programming.

E-Series terminals support up to 8 levels of password protection

enabling users to setup hierarchies to limit machine access for differ-

ent users including machine operators, maintenance personnel and

supervisors. Password settings can be very detailed and constructed

to prevent access to individual device elements, a specific screen, or

even to a level, to totally protect the project from being accessed by

an unauthorized user. OEMs can safeguard proprietary solutions from

illegal copying and tampering. 

Key Features

Recipe Management 

Password Protection

Alarm Management 

Trending/ Data Sampling/ Data Logging 

Macro Functions 
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Transparent/Pass-through Modes 

Superior Graphic Display Capabilities

Multiple Languages (Unicode Support)

One of the most convenient functions ever devised is the ability to

seamlessly communicate to your controller with your PC through the

HMI without having to remove or reconfigure any cables. This feature

is commonly known as transparent communication. E-Series termi-

nals support both transparent and pass-through communications.

The difference between these modes is that in transparent mode the

terminals will remain "Online" with the device, where in pass-through

mode the terminal is “Offline” for communications.

E-Series terminals offer a wide range of presentation elements and

formats that enable developers the ability to create clear and under-

standable design applications with minimal effort. The built-in Symbol

Library allows easy importing and exporting of objects and bitmaps

to further shorten design times.

Unicode and multi-language support is available for many terminals

in the E-Series family. Up to 10 different languages can be loaded

into a terminal leaving users the freedom to choose which language

to display. There’s no need to recreate numerous project screens to

support different languages loaded in the terminal. Multi-language

elements are programmed from a single user friendly menu that is

independent of the E-Series project. Development time can be

reduced since you don't need to change the entire project, only 

the text elements.
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E-Series hardware is designed to offer an adaptable platform that will

solve the broadest range of applications. Take for example keypad mod-

els that have function keys and LEDs. Function keys can be configured

to allow screen dependent, local control functions or independent global

functions. As for LEDs, one can control both the display color and flash

rate.

• Global support

• Time channels/scheduling

• Supports report generation (printing functions)

• Alarm and messaging management

The most innovative function ever developed for an HMI terminal is the

ability to communicate to two similar or dissimilar devices simultaneously.

No other HMI terminal can bridge today's modern system design with

virtually any legacy equipment easily and economically. E-Series is the

leading HMI for company's seeking platform reduction and HMI 

standardization.

Terminals in this family utilize many common IT functions once thought 

to be reserved for Personal Computers. Features like email, Web serving

and FTP (File Transfer Protocol) allow you to take advantage of the

embedded remote maintenance capabilities that these terminals offer.

These handy functions can also minimize the need to send out service

personnel to trouble-shoot your system. You can practically maintain

your machine from anywhere in the world. 

Advanced Functions - High Level Functionality

Configurable Hardware 

Dual Driver

Advanced IT Functions Web Server, FTP, Email 
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E-Series HMIs support an incredibly wide range of com-

munication protocols to allow flexible connection to many

traditional and non-traditional automation products

including Automation Platforms, Controllers, VFD, Servos,

Motion Controllers, Vision Systems, and Robots. Terminal

hardware can easily support Serial, Multi-drop and

Ethernet configurations with ease with the world's most

adaptable platform. New connections and protocols are

continuously under development yet the configuration

software automatically updates your library over the

Internet to ensure that you stay current with every new

serial and network connection that becomes available. 

Connectivity & Communications
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E-Series is backed by an extensive global and local network of

qualified personnel that can quickly and efficiently implement

solutions to fit your needs. Terminals are constructed with many

useful features that make it one of the most sought after plat-

forms on the market. Clever amenities like compact flash slots

and removable memory options allow the E-Series to be updated

quickly and easily in the field.

E-Designer is an advanced software configuration tool that 

successfully blends advanced PC-Based HMI development

with user-friendliness. This intuitive package is all that is neces-

sary to easily configure every terminal in the E-Series family,

including text, graphic, touch and function key based terminals.

E-Designer offers one of the widest assortments of predefined

graphic objects and symbols necessary to build and implement

projects quickly and efficiently. E-Designer even simplifies 

project navigation by using a modern Graphic Block Manager

to display screen transitions and a detailed Project Manager 

to quickly show your project is progress. The bottom line, E-

Designer is the world's best HMI environment to develop an

HMI project.

E-Designer LT (Lite) is available for users who develop applica-

tions specifically for text-based terminals. Projects created in 

E-Designer LT are fully compatible with E-Designer allowing

easy migration in the future.

A Suite of Configuration Software and Utilities Packages

Maintenance and Service Features
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Integrated into E-Designer is a convenient and useful utility

that, with a simple click of a button, automatically updates

the communication drivers on your PC so that your 

software always has the latest and most updated releases.

E-Designer Transfer is a software transfer utility that is

designed to send projects from your PC to the E-Series

terminal. Since this title does not allow any screen devel-

opment, it is ideally suited for OEMs who require a simple

method to update machines already commissioned in 

the field. 

HMI Tools is suite of productive utilities that includes:

• File Transfer & FTP Client: Two packages that enable 

simple exchange of data (alarm lists, trends...) 

between PCs and E-Series terminals

• System Loader: A package that is used to update 

Operating Systems within E-Series terminals

• Connect: A valuable utility that manages communica-

tions for modems and PCs

• HMI Tools is also available for Handheld PDAs 

running PalmTM Operating Systems

Utilities 
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Mitsubishi Electric understands that your time is impor-

tant, that's why we've worked closely and diligently with

both small OEMs and large end-users to develop solutions

that work. Mitsubishi Electric offers a wide range of 

services that keep production lines running smoothly, 

and more importantly keeps your business profitable. 

We are proud to offer:

• Software Maintenance Agreements (SMA): Available 

for most titles from Mitsubishi Electric's extensive 

software collection, designed to keep your software 

titles current and up-to-date.

• Extended Support & Service Programs (ESSP):

Comprehensive and customizable programs designed 

to satisfy and fit the level of support commitment 

required.

• Application Support and comprehensive Training

Support Services
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